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From Dubai to Tehran, AVE at the most important fairs 
 
 
AVE inaugurates the 2017 with Middle East Electricity in Dubai, the largest 
international trade event for the power industry. Hosted by the UAE Ministry of 
Energy and based in Dubai World Trade Centre, Middle East Electricity has involved 
the greatest interpreters of the electric industry. From February 14 to 16, AVE has 
exposed its technologies and innovative proposals, that celebrate the Made in Italy 
as a meaningful international heritage. 
 
AVE stands out also for design. Each AVE’s product is designed as integrated 
furniture element. For this reason, Ave will participate to “4 serviced apartment to 4 
original people” and “3 Suites 4 seven Stars", two important events conceived and 
organized by the renowned architect Simone Micheli. During Fuori Salone exhibition, 
from April 4 to 9, Milan will welcome innovative spaces, where AVE solutions 
dedicated to the hotel industry will increase the technological elegance of these 
environments: a contemporary anticipation of tomorrow’s hospitality. 
 
AVE and Simone Micheli, who for years worked with Italian Company creating 
prestigious projects as the Barcelò Milan Hotel, will take also part in the important 
Tehran conference "Luxury Italian style in architecture and interior design 
for a new hospitality". On May 25, the Iranian capital will host a great event, 
presided by Simone Micheli, who will focus to the whole series of peculiarities that 
distinguish the Made in Italy in hospitality’s architecture and interior design. The 
Made in Italy is a value on which AVE has built its company philosophy. In fact, 
AVE has recently won the important award "100 Italian excellence." 
 
The rich calendar of events will continue in Italy. AVE will have many opportunities 
to show its high quality electric and electronic equipment. 
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